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The solutions to a certain system of Diophantine equations and congruences 
determine, and are determined by, units in Galois cubic number fields. These 
solutions fall into two classes: certain ones determine infinite families of solutions, 
while others do not. We construct an infinite number of examples of each type of 
solution. We obtain these results by relating certain pairs of units in arbitrary cubic 
number fields to solutions of a larger system of Diophantine equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following system of Diophantine equations, where x, y, u, w  
denote integers with VW # 0, 
XY = v2 - VW + w2, 
x2 + y(v $ w) = 0 mod UW, (1) 
y* + x(u + w) = 0 mod VW. 
These equations arise in a natural way from Galois cubic number fields. Let 
K be such a field and g a generator of Gal(K/Q). Suppose that a is a unit 
(#1) in K with norm 1 such that 1 + aF1 + a* g # 0 (note (3.3)); set 
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P = . a1 +g We will show that { 1, a, p} is a Q-basis for K, and hence there are 
non-zero integers a, b, c, d so that 
aa+bp=cl +da/?. 
The geometric significance of the integers a, b, c, d is discussed in [ 5 1, where 
these data are used to construct a resolution of a “cusp singularity” of the 
Hilbert modular variety associated with the field K. 
In Section 3 we prove 
THEOREM 1. The integers (a, b, c, d) satisfy equations (I). 
We call these integers the coordinates of a. To obtain as unique set we 
specify that they be relatively prime with d positive. (From now on we will 
assume that all solutions to (I) satisfy these conditions.) Conversely, we will 
show that if (a, b, c, d) satisfy (I) (plus one further mild condition) then they 
determine a Galois cubic field K, a unit a and a generator g of Gal(K/Q) so 
that (a, b, c, d) are the coordinates of a. 
Clearly there is an infinite number of solutions to (I); we consider 
PROBLEM 1. Find all solutions to Eqs. (I). 
The solutions that we have found fall into two classes. Certain solutions 
generate infinite families of solutions, while others (called “sporadic”) fail to 
do so. Let d be a fixed integer greater than one. We will say that a sequence 
of integers {s,}, n E Z, is a string with constant d if, for each n, (sn+r, s,,-~, 
s, d) is a solution to (I). We call (sz, sO, s,, d) the generator for the string. 
Which solutions generate strings ? There is a simple criterion for this; 
moreover, the s,‘s can be calculated recursively. 
THEOREM 2. A solution (a, b, c, d) generates a string if, and only if, 
u+b-d=O mod c. (*I 
Suppose this is the case: let 
k = (a + b - d)/c. 
We will show that the string {s,} is then given recursively by 
s, i- s,-~ - ks,-, = d, c**> 
with s, = b, s, = c. We call k the multiple for the string. Since VW # 0, xy + 0 
by (I); thus s, is always non-zero. 
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As noted above each solution determines a Galois cubic number field. For 
the solution (s, + 1 , s, _, s,, d) the determining equation is 
X3-Anx2+A,-lx- 1 =o, 
where A,, = (sf+ 1 + s,- r (s, + d))/s,d. Moreover, as shown in the proof of 
Lemma 3.7, the integers A,, also satisfy the relation 
A,=k+(s,-, +sn+J/d. 
The simplest example is the solution (1, 3, 1, 2) with multiple 2. Using 
(**) one easily shows that s, = n2 - n + 1, and so the general solution to 
(I) given by this string is (n2 + n + 1, n* - 3n + 3, n2 -n + 1, 2). For this 
solution A,, = n2 + 5. (see [5] for a discussion of how the material given here 
plays a role in resolving certain “cups” that are associated with these fields.) 
If the multiple k is not 2 the solution to (**) is rather more complicated to 
express. Let T,(x), n > 0, denote the Chebyshev polynomials [2], charac- 
terized by T,(cos 8) = cos nf?. One then can show (we omit the proof): 
PROPOSITION 1. There exist universal polynomials P,(x), R,(x), n > 0, 
in Z[x], such that if b, c, d, k are any integers (with k # 2) thefunction 
s, = -bP,-, (4 + cPn(k) + dR,(k) 
is the unique solution to the difference scheme: 
s, + s,p2 = ks,- 1 t d, n 2 2, 
so = 6, s, = c. 
Moreover, 
(x2 - 4) P,(x) = 2(T,+ ,(x/2) - T,- ,(x/2)) 
(x-2)&(x)=&(x)-PP,Jx)- 1, 
where Pi(x) = i, for i = - 1, 0, 1. 
Consider again the problem of finding strings. By Theorem 2 we need only 
find solutions to (I) that satisfy (*). For this we consider a second set of 
equations (u, v and w  denote integers): 
II* - VW + w2 = 0 mod u, 
u2-uw+ w2=o mod v, (11) 
u3tv3 GO mod w. 
These are related to (I) by the following result. 
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THEOREM 3. Let a, c, d be (non-zero) integers such that gcd(a, cd) = 
gcd(c, d) = 1. Suppose that (a, c, d) satisfy (II); set b = (c’ -cd + d’)/a. 
Then, (a, b, c, d) is a solution to (I) that generates a string. 
One way of producing an infinite number of distinct solutions to (II), and 
consequently an infinite number of distinct strings, is to take u = 1, so that 
the equations become 
w2-w+l=O mod v, 
v3+1 EO mod w. 
(III) 
By Mohanty [3] and Mordell [4] we then have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (v, w) be a solution to (III), and set v’ = 
(w’- w  + 1)/v, w’ = (I/~ + 1)/w. Then (u’, w’) is ulso a solution to (III) 
distinct from (v, w). 
Starting with v = w  = 1 (which produces the “trivial” string (1, 1, 1, 1)) 
the next three solutions to (III) are (1,2), (3, 14) and (61, 16213). These in 
turn by Theorem 3 give solutions to (I) that generate strings. We list below a 
number of solutions that generate strings, in each case indicating the multiple 
for the string. 
Generator of String Multiple 
(193, 132) 
(1, 163, 3, 14) 
(1,261 876 097,61, 16213) 
(1, n* + n + 1, -1, n) 
(3 1,99073,3, 1754) 
(6 1,732 063,7,6686) 
(93,2 488 063, 13, 15218) 
(-3, -217, 1,26) 
2 
50 
4 292 785 
;;;;o’ 2) 
103 634 
190 226 
-194. 
So far we have concentrated on finding solutions that generate strings. Not 
all do, and so we now consider these. Notice that (a, b, c, d) is a solution to 
(I) precisely when (a, b, d, c), (b, a, c, d) and (b, a, d, c) are all solutions. 
We call a solution sporadic if 
a+bfd mode and a+bfc modd. 
Thus by Theorem 2 none of the above permutations of the solution generates 
a string. 
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We have found the following infinite family of sporadic solutions: 
( a, = n2 - 3n + 3 
T(n): 
b, = n6 - 3d + 8n4 - 9n3 + 10n2 - 3n + 3 
c, = n4 - 3n3 + 6n2 - 5n + 3 
\ d, = n2 - n + 3. 
The associated Galois cubic field has an equation: 
x3-A,x2+Bp 1 =o, 
where 
A,, = n4 - 2n3 + 4n2 t 3, 
B, = n6 - 2n5 t 5n4 - 2n3 t 4n2 + 3. 
One can readily verify that the above solutions are all sporadic, provided 
n # 3. These solutions have an interesting property. Suppose that a solution 
to (I) is determined by a unit a. Since a* is also a unit, by Theorem 1 it also 
determines a solution. We define the second solution to be the square of the 
frst. In a straightforward way (using page 90 of [l]) one shows: 
FACT. For II > 2, T(n) is the square of the solution (1, n2 - n + 1, -1, 
n- 1). 
These remarks suggest: 
PROBLEM 2. Find all sporadic solutions to (I). 
A possible conjecture is that the square of a solution is always sporadic. 
However, the converse is not true: e.g., (1, 15 1, 14,5) and (3, 1669,7, 74) 
are sporadic but neither is a power of any other solution. 
Remark 1. It is important to distinguish between the “square of a unit” 
and the “square of a solution.” Let y(n) denote the unit corresponding to the 
solution S(n) = (n’ + n t 1, n2 - 3n t 3, n2 - n + 1, 2), noted above. One 
readily shows that y(n) = a(n)2, where a(n) has minimal equation 
x’+(n+l)x’+(n-2)x-1=0. 
However, 1 t a(n)-’ t a(n)g = 0, and so a(n) does not determine a solution; 
thus S(n) is not the square of a solution. 
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Remark 2. If we multiply the first equation in (II) by (v + w) and the 
second by (U t w) we see that every solution to (II) is also a solution to the 
single congruence 
u2 + v2 + w2 Et 0 mod UUW. (IV) 
The associated Diophantine equation 
u2 t v2 t w2 = duvw, 
for some fixed integer d, has been studied at length (see [4]). In general a 
solution to (IV) is not a solution to (II), e.g., (1,2,9X (1, 5,9), (1, 5, 14), 
(2, 7, 13), (2,7,27), (5, 7,8), (5, 18, 37) and (9, 13,38). 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we show that if we 
have any cubic number field and any pair of units (satisfying a simple 
condition) we then obtain a sequence of 12 integers that satisfy certain 
Diophantine equations and congruences. Conversely solutions to these 
equations and congruences determine a field and a pair of units. If the field is 
Galois we show in section three that these equations simply reduce to those 
given in (I). Moreover, the proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 are then deduced 
from the more general results given in Section 2. 
2. DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS AND CUBIC NUMBER FIELDS 
We consider certain pairs of units in cubic number fields; with each pair 
we associate a sequence of 12 integers which satisfy certain Diophantine 
equations and congruences. Conversely, given 12 integers satisfying the 
requisite equations and congruences we construct a pair of units in a cubic 
number field. 
A pair of units (a,& in a cubic number field F will be called complete if 
the following conditions obtain: 
{ 1, a, PI and {cd, a, PI are bases for the field F, 
regarded as a vector space over Q. 
Norma=Normp= 1. 
P-1) 
(2.2) 
With such a pair of units we associate 12 integers (x1, x2, xj , x4, y, , y,, y, , 
y,, zr, z2, zj, zJ, as follows (see Fig. 1). By (2.1) the elements a& a//3 and 
/?/a can be expressed in terms of 1, a and /3 with rational numbers as coef- 
ficients. Doing this, and clearing of fractions, we obtain the following 
equations, with the x’s, y’s and z’s integers. 
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FIGURE 1 
x,orp= x,a+x,p-x, * 1, 
y4ap-’ = y,a-y,P+y, * 1, (2.3) 
z&f-’ = --z,a+z,p+z, * 1. 
Note that by (2. l), x,, y, , zq and x3 are all non-zero. We uniquely specify 
the 12 integers by requiring that 
g~~(xl,x2,x3,x4)=gc~(Y,,Yz,Y3,Y4) 
=gcd(z,,z2,q,z4)= 1; x4, y,, zq all positive. (2.4) 
We call the sequence (x1,..., ZJ the coordinate system for the pair (a,/?). 
Our first result is: 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let (a, /?) be a complete pair of units in a cubic number 
field and let (x,,..., 4 z ) be the coordinate system for (a,&. Then these 
integers satisfy 
x3*0, xzz2 - x4z.j # 0, P-6) 
X2(Z1 -Zj)+Xl(Z*-Zq) +X4Z~-X3Z2#09 
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X*(Z2 + Zq) + X*(Z* t Z3) + X4(2Z3 + Zl) t X3Z2 # 09 (2.7) 
X3Y4 =X4Y3, X3z4=X4z3, 
Yl ' = Y4(x, z4 - x3 z2)9 Y2v=Y4(zIx4-x2z3)7 (2.8) 
y3v= -Y4(x2z2 - x4z4)9 where v=x,z, -x3z3, 
x,z2 + x2z3 + X4Zl = 0 mod x4z3, 
XIZ4 t x2z* t x3z2 =o modx,z,, 
(2.9) 
X,Y,+X,Y2+X,Y,=o mod x4 y3, 
x,Y,+x,Y,+x,Y2=0 mod x4 y,. 
Proof: Notice that in Fig. 1 (and (2.3)) if we interchange a and j3, then yi 
and zi are interchanged, i = 1,2,3,4, x, and x2 are interchanged, while x3 
and x4 remain unchanged. 
To begin the proof, we multiply the third equation in (2.3) by a and then 
eliminate the term a/3 by using the first equation. This gives 
(x2~2-~4~4)~=x4~3a2-(~,~2+x4z1)a+x3z2~ 1. (2.10) 
From the first equation in (2.3) we have /3= (xra -xj . l)/(x,a -x2 . 1); 
substituting this in (2.10) we obtain the cubic equation satisfied by a: 
x4z3a3 - (X1Z2 + X2Z3 + X4Z1) a2 + (X,Z, + X2Zl + X3Z2) a -X3Z4 = 0. 
(2.11) 
Similarly, interchanging a and p as indicated above, we obtain the equation 
for p: 
Now multiply the first and third equations in (2.3) by p-’ and then eliminate 
p-’ from the resulting pair of equations. This gives 
x4zla +x,z,a-‘= VaP-’ + (X2Z1 + X3Z2) * 1, 
where V=x,z, -x3z3. Since x3zd # 0, we have V # 0. Multiply (2.11) by 
a - ’ and substitute the expression for x3 z4 a-’ into the above equation, giving 
VaP-' = (X4Z1 -x2z3) a + (X2Z2 -X4Z4)p + (XlZ4 -X3Z2). (2.13) 
We now can prove Theorem (2.5). 
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Proof of (2.6). We remarked prior to (2.4) that x3 # 0. The second 
inequality follows from (2.10). 
Proof of (2.7). We need the following simple fact: If t(x) = 
x3 - sx2 + tx - 1, with s, c E Q, then d is irreducible over Q if, and only if, 
s # t, s # -(t + 2). Since the units a and 0 do not belong to Q, Eqs. (2.11) 
and (2.12) are irreducible over Q and so (2.7) follows from the above fact. 
Proof of (2.8). If we divide (2.11) by x,,z3 we obtain a manic, irreducible 
equation satisfied by a. Since a is a unit with norm +l, its minima1 equation 
must have constant term -1, and so zjzq/xqzJ = 1; a similar proof obtains 
for /I. The remaining equalities in (2.8) follow by comparing the second 
equation of (2.3) with (2.13). 
Proof of (2.9). Again dividing (2.11) by x4z3 we obtain an equation with 
integer coefficients, which yields the first two congruences in (2.9), with the 
second two then coming from (2.12.) This completes the proof of Theorem 
(2.5). 
We now consider the converse question: When is a sequence of 12 integers 
(x ,,..., zq) the coordinate system for a complete pair of units? Clearly the 
integers must satisfy conditions (2.4) and (2.6)-(2.9), so we assume this is 
the case. We need the following definition: if r and s are integers, with 
r EE 0 mod s, we define the divisor of the congruence to be the unique integer 
d such that r = ds. Now let A and B be the respective divisors for the first 
two congruences in (2.9) and define g(x) = x3 -Ax* + Bx - 1. By (2.7), 0 is 
irreducible and so defines a cubic number field F. Let a be a root of 
4(x) = 0, we may regard F as generated by a, which is then a unit in F with 
norm +l. Define an element p in F by (2.10). We show that (a, p) is a 
complete pair of units in F with coordinate system (x1,..., zq). 
By construction a satisfies (2.11) while by definition p satisfies (2.10). 
However, the element y = (x1 a - xj . 1)/(x4 a - x2 . 1) also satisfies (2.10) 
and so fi = y, which verifies the first equation in (2.3). Multiply this equation 
by z2, add this to (2.10) and divide the resulting equation by a; this yields 
the third equation in (2.3). Notice that (2.11) together with the first and third 
equations in (2.3) imply (2.13). Thus the second equation in (2.3) now 
follows from (2.8), since by (2.4), gcd(y,, y,, yj, y4) = 1. But with the 
equations in (2.3) all satisfied, it follows that /3 satisfies Eq. (2.12) and so by 
(2.8) and (2.9), p is a unit (in F) with norm +l. Since { 1, a, a”} is a Q-basis 
for F, it follows from (2.6) and (2.10) that { 1, a,/?{ is a Q-basis, and then by 
the first equation in (2.3) that (ap, a,/?} is a Q-basis (since xj # 0). Thus 
(a, /3) is a complete pair of units, and by (2.3), (x, ,..., zq) is its coordinate 
system. 
Suppose now that F, and F, are cubic number fields and (ai,Pi) is a 
complete pair of units in Fi, i = 1,2. We will say that (a, ,Di) and (a*,&) 
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are equivalent if there is an isomorphism from F, to F, carrying a, to a2 and 
p2 to &. Notice that equivalent pairs have the same coordinates. On the 
other hand, let (a, j3) be any complete pair, say in a field F, and let # denote 
the minimal polynomial of a, as given by (2.11). Then ( defines a cubic 
field, F,, together with a canonical element [xl. Taking a = [x] in (2.10) we 
define an element [ y] in F,. Then [x] and [ y] are a complete pair of units in 
F, and the pairs (a, /?) and ([xl, [ y]) are equivalent. Summing up, we have 
proved 
(2.14) THEOREM. There is a l-l correspondence between equivalence 
classes of complete pairs of units in cubic number fields and sequences of 
twelve integers satisfying conditions (2.4) and (2.6)--(2.9). 
We give an example illustrating Theorem (2.5). 
(2.15) EXAMPLE. Let F = Q( ), h a w  ere a satisfies the equation 
a(a - r)(a - s) = 1, 2<r<s-2. 
Then, (a, a(a - r)‘) is a complete pair of units with coordinate system 
(l,s,r,1;2r-s,rt*+l,r, l;r*t-l,l,rt,t), 
where t = s - r. 
In [5] we show that the coordinate system given in (2.15) is an essential 
ingredient in resolving the “cusp singularity” corresponding to the pair 
(Z[a], V(a, /I)), where j? = a(a - r)* and V(a,p) denotes the group of units 
generated by a and 8. 
Frequently one wishes to restrict attention to totally real cubic fields and 
totally positive units. This is equivalent to saying that Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) 
have all positive roots. Thus by elementary algebra (e.g., see [6, p. 245]), we 
obtain: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that the integers 
x1,7* + x2.2.3 + X4Z], XlZ4 + x*z, + xjz* 
xlY3+x2Y2+x4Y,~ xlyl +x2Y4 +x3Y2 and Y, 
all have the same sign. (This will be true, in particular, if the x’s, y’s and z’s 
are all positive.) Then a and /I are totally positive. 
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3. GALOIS FIELDS 
We now consider Galois cubic fields; of course the Galois group is cyclic 
of order three-we let g denote a generator. Since lg = 1, we can think of g 
as “rotating” Fig. 1 about the point 1. We consider a symmetrized version of 
Fig. 1 (see Fig. 2) and ask that this be invariant with respect to the action of 
g. Assuming that g rotates the figure in a clockwise fashion, we see that 
ag=/?/a, i.e.,p=a . ’ tg This suggests the following definition. 
A pair of units (a,P) in a Galois cubic field will be called Galois if: 
(i) p=alfg, where g is a generator of the Galois 
group of the field, 
(ii) (a, /3) is a complete pair (see (2.1), (2.2)). 
We prove 
(3.1) 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let a (#1) be a unit of norm 1 in a Galois cubic 
number field, such that 
1 +a-‘+agfO, 1 +a+aeg#O. 
FIGURE 2 
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Then (a, /I) is a Galois pair of units, where /I = altg. Moreover, (a, p) is an 
independent pair of units. 
Proof: We must show that { 1, a, /?} and {a/?, a, /3} are Q-bases for the 
field. Suppose, to the contrary, that 1, a and p (=a’+g) are linearly 
dependent. Then there are rational numbers a and b such that 
a Itg=a. 1 +ba. Thus, ag=aa-‘+b. 1, and so a=aa-g2+ba 1. But, 
al+g+g* = 1 , which means that a=aa’+g+b. l=a(a. 1 +ba)+b. 1. 
Therefore, a2 + b = 0, ab = 1, and so a = b = -1. But then a’+g + a + 1 = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Consequently, 1, a and /I are linearly independent. 
On the other hand, {aj?, a,/3} is a basis o {al+g, 1, ag) is a basis e 
IL a, a-‘) is a basis. But by an argument similar to before, since 1 + a + 
aWg # 0, { 1, a, a-“) is a basis. Thus (a, p) is a complete pair and hence 
Galois. 
We are left with showing that (a,/?) is an independent pair of units. Since 
our field is Galois there is a fundamental system of units of the form E, sg, 
and so a = Ertsg, where r and s are not both zero. Thus, 
ag = E wtd - -& -Sttr-S)g, since El+gtg* = 1. (We may assume that E has 
positive norm.) Since r(r - s) - (-s) s = r2 - rs + s2 > 0, it follows that a 
and ag are independent, and hence a and /3 are independent. This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. One can readily show that if a is a unit of norm 1 in a Galois 
cubic, then 1 + a- ’ + a8 = 0 if, ad only if, a has minimal equation 
a3 - na3 - (n + 3) a - 1 = 0, for some n E 2, (3.3) 
with ag = -a2 + na + (n + 2). 
For the remainder of the section we will assume that (a,@ is a Galois pair 
of units. We now investigate what this means in the context of Section 2. For 
convenience we set x, = a, x2 = b, xj = c, xq = d. By applying g and g2 to 
Eqs. (2.3) (or by examining Fig. 2) one finds that: 
x,=y1=z2=a, x2=y2=z,=b, 
x,=y,=z,=c, x4=y4=z4=d, 
(3.4) 
so we now call the four integers (a, b, c, d) the coordinate system for the 
Galois pair (a,/3). Conditions (2.4) and (2.6)-(2.9) now take on the form 
(i) gcd(a, b, c, d) = 1, d positive, 
(ii) c # 0, ad - bc # 0, a # b, 
(iii) a + b # c + d, a2 + b2 + 2cd + (a + b)(c + d) # 0, (3.5) 
(iv) ab = c* - cd + d2 
(v) a2 + b(c + d) E 0 mod cd, b2 + a(c + d) = 0 mod cd. 
We prove 
641/13/3-to 
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(3.6) THEOREM. There is a l-l correspondence between equivalence 
classes of Galois pairs of units in Galois cubic numberjields and sets offour 
integers (a, 6, c, d) satisfying (3.5). 
Proof: Suppose we have four integers (a, 6, c, d) satisfying (3.5). Using 
(3.4) and (2.5) we can define a field F and a complete pair of units (a,/?) 
with coordinate system (a, 6, c, d). To complete the proof we must show that 
F is Galois and that /I = (x ’+ g for some generator g of the Galois group. Let 
s and t be the divisors for the respective congruences given in (v) of (3.5). 
Then by (2.11)-(2.12), (r and /3 have the minimal equations 
a3 - scf* + at - 1 = 0, p3 - tp’ + sp - 1 = 0, 
and so p-r is a root of the equation for a. But p-’ # a, by (2.3) and (3.4)(i). 
Thus the minimal equation for a has two distinct roots in F and so F is 
Galois. Define a generator g by ag =/3/a. Thus, p = altg, as desired, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Since (iv) and (v) in (3.5) correspond to our original set (I) of equations, 
Theorem 1 (in Sect. 1) follows as a special case of Theorem (3.6). We now 
take up the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. For convenience we restate Eqs. (I) 
in the notation of this section: 
(1) ab = c2 - cd + d2, 
(2) a2 + b(c + d) = 0 mod cd, 
(3) b2 + a(c + d) = 0 mod cd. 
(1) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose first that a + b = kc + d, where k is an 
integer. We must then show that (a, 6, c, d) generates a string. Define an 
integer x (=x3) by x = ka + d-c. If we can show that (x, c, a, d) 
(=(x3, x, , x2, d)) is a solution, then a simple inductive argument shows that 
(a, 6, c, d) generates a string. 
CLAIM. (x, c, a, d) is a solution, 
To prove this we must show the following: 
(i) cx=a2-ad+d2, 
(ii) x2 + c(a + d) = 0 mod ad, 
(iii) c2 + x(a + d) = 0 mod ad. 
By definition, kc+d=a+b, and so kac+ad=ab+a’=c’-cd+ 
d2 + a2 by (1); thus, kac + cd-c’= a2 -ad +d2, i.e., by definition, 
xc = a2 - ad + d2, which proves (i). 
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We next prove (iii), starting with the fact that d - (a + b) = 0 mod c. 
Thus, d* - ad - bd = 0 mod cd, and so by (1) and (2) 
-c’+ab-ad+a’+bc=bc-c2+a(a+b-d)=O mod cd, 
which gives c(b - c + ku) = 0 mod cd. By assumption c # 0, and so 
(iv) b-c+&=0 modd. 
Therefore, ab - UC + ka2 = 0 mod ad, and so by (1) 
c2 + d2 - ac - cd + ku2 = c2 + (ku + d - c)(u + d) = 0 mod ad, 
i.e., c2 + x(a + d) = 0 mod ad, proving (iii). 
To prove (ii), we start with the fact that kc = a + b - d, which implies, by 
(1) and (3), 
kbc=ab+b’-bd=c2+d2-ac-ad-bd=O mod cd. 
As remarked above, d2 E d(a + b) mod cd, and consequently kbc = c2 - UC 
mod cd. But c # 0, and so kb = c -a mod d. By definition of k this implies 
kb - c - b + kc z k(b + c) - (b + c) 
=k(c-b)+b-2kc+c=O mod d. 
Using (iv) above, we obtain: k2a+b-2kctc-0 modd, and so, 
k2a2 t ab- 2kac+ac=O modad. Using the fact that x= ka +d -c, 
together with (l), one readily shows that x2 t c(a + d) E k2a2 t ab - 
2kac + ac mod ad, which proves (ii). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we must show that if a solution 
(a, b, c, d) generates a string, then a + b = d mod c. We in fact prove a 
stronger result. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let {s,} be a string, with constant d. Then there is an 
inieger k (the multiple for the string) such that 
S ,,+2+s,=h,+, i-d, allnEZ. 
Proof: We first show that (s,,+~ + s, - d)/s,+ , is independent of n. Note 
that 
0 n+2+s,--d)/s,+,=(s,+3+s,+,-d)ls,+2 
~s:,+z+s,s,+2-ds,+z=sn+~sn+3+~:,+,-~,+,d 
0sS1+2-ds,+2=d~-s,+Is,t3 
2 
=Snt1 --s n+,d+d2--S,sn+2. 
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But both sides of this last equation are zero, by delimtion of “solution,” see 
Eqs. (I). Set 
04 k = (s,+* +s,-4/s,+,. 
We are left with showing that k is an integer. 
Since (s,+ i, s,,- i , s,, d) is a solution, it follows from Eqs. (I) that there is 
an integer A, such that 
An=@:+, + Sri - I@, + 4)/&d 
The proof that k is an integer follows from: 
CLAIM. dk=aY,,-sn-, -s,+*. 
Before proving this we show that k is an integer. Taking n = 0 in (vi), we 
obtain 
ck=a+b-d. 
But, as will be shown in the next Lemma, (c, d) = 1, and so k is an integer, 
which completes the proof of (3.7) and hence the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Claim. By definition of A,,, 
~,-s,-I-%+*=(Si+I +s,-,(s,+d)-s,-Is,-s,+zs,)/s, 
+ @ii+* +S,-Id-s,+zSnYSn. 
But by Eq. (I), 
S n+Zsn=s~+,-sn+,d+d2, 
and so, by (v), 
dA.-s,ml -s,+~= ((s,+~ +s,-,-d)/s,)d=kd, 
which completes the proof. 
We now take up the proof of Theorem 3, beginning with several 
preliminary results. 
(3.8) LEMMA. Let (a, b, c, d) be a solution. Then, 
(a, cd) = (b, cd) = (c + d, cd) = 1. 
Proof: If either (a, cd) or (b, cd) is greater than one, then by (1), 
(c + d, cd) > 1. Hence we need only show that (c + d, cd) = 1. Suppose to 
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the contrary that p is a prime dividing cd and c + d. Note that this implies 
that p divides both c and d. By (l), p divides either a or b, say, p divides a. 
Then by (3), b2 = 0 modp, and so p divides b. But this is a contradiction 
since (a, b, c, d) = 1. Hence (c + d, cd) = 1, completing the proof of the 
lemma. 
(3.9) LEMMA. Let (a, b, c, d) be integers with d positive such that 
(c, d) = (a, cd) = 1. Then (a, b, c, d) is a solution if, and on!v if, 
(1)’ c2 - cd + d2 = ab, 
(2)’ a3 + c3 + d3 z 0 mod cd. 
Proof: Suppose first that (a, b, c, d) satisfy (1)’ and (2)‘; we must show 
that they satisfy (l), (2) and (3). Of course (1) and (1)’ are the same. Note 
that by (l), ab E (c + d)’ mod cd, and so by (2)‘, 
a3 + c3 + d3 E a3 + (c + d)3 = a3 + ab(c + d) = 0 mod cd. 
But (a, cd) = 1, and hence, 
a2 + b(c + d) = 0 mod cd, 
which is (2). To prove (3), multiply (2) by b; this gives 
a(ab) + b2(c + d) = a(c + d)’ + b2(c + d) = (c + d)(a(c + d) t b*) 
G 0 mod cd, 
Since (c, d) = 1, we have (c t d, cd) = 1, and hence 
a(c t d) + b2 z 0 mod cd, 
which is (3). The proof in the opposite direction is left to the reader. 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 3, which we restate as follows. 
(3.10) THEOREM. Let a, c, d be integers, with d positive, such that 
(a, cd) = (c, d) = 1. Suppose that 
(A) c2 - cd + d2 = 0 mod a, 
(B) a’-adtd’z0 mod c, 
CC) a3tc3 =o mod d. 
Let b be the divisor of (A). Then (a, b, c, d) is a solution which generates a 
string. 
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ProoJ By definition of b, (1)’ is satisfied (in (3.11)). By (B), multiplying 
through by d, we obtain 
d’ s ad* - a*d E a(d* - ad) z a(-~‘) mod c, 
and so a3 + d3 E 0 mod c. Since (c, d) = 1, combining this with (C) we 
obtain (2)‘-thus, by (3.9), (a, b, c, d) is a solution. Moreover, by (17, 
d* E ab mod c, and hence by (B), a(a -d+ b) ~0 mod c. But (a, cd) = 1 
implies (a, c) = 1, and so a + b =d mod c, which, by Theorem 2, implies 
that (a, b, c, d) generates a string. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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